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  The dynamic behavior of chernical patterns induced by the coupling of chemical waves and hydro-
dyRamic flows in the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction was investigated by 2D spectrophotometry and 2D
velocimetry. Periodically varying deformations of chemical-wave profiles were observed in a reactive
layer with a liquidlgas interface. They are due to an oscillatory hydrodynamic flow detected close to the

layer surface.

PACS numbers: 47.7e.Fw, 47.2e.Dr, 82.20.Mj

  Spontaneous pattern formation in far from equilibri-
um systems is of great current interest in many disci-
'plines of science. A well-known example is the oc-
currence of circular and spiral-shaped ckemical waves in
the Belousov-Zhabotinskii (BZ) reactioR. They are
treated theoretically by modeliRg the nonliRear coupling
of complex reaction kinetics and diffusion.i The dish

colttainiBg a thin solutioB layer is frequeptly covered in
order to mifiimize evaporation, but if it is left uncovered,

a variety of structural phenomefta are observed, e.g., sta-

tiokary "mosaic" patterns, transient structurcs, or distor-
tion and decomposition of waves.2-'5 Fer aR explanation,

the infiuence of convective flows has been discussed,
which arise from temperature gradients as a result ef
evaporative cooliltg and from inhomogeneities iR surface
tension as a result of differences in temperature andlor

ckemical cemposition (Rayleigh-BeRard and Maran-
goni-type instabilities).6'7 Frequently, a quantitative

comparison is made with analogous paÅíterns iR hydre-
dynamically unstable simple liquids.6•8

  Recently, we detected that hydrodyRarnic flow is asso-

ciated wkk ckemical-wave propagation both in covered
and uncovered sample dishes.9 Remarkably, the fiow be-

comes oscillatory, especially at a surface left opeR to eva-

poraÅíion aRd is possibly entrained by the periodic pas-

sage of waves. In this Letter we apply space-resolved
spectropkotometryiO and velocimetry9 to areas ef typi-
cally 3Å~3 mm2 of wave patterns in an excitable BZ solu-

tion layer. We reporÅí on periodically changing deforma-
tions of wave profiles and fronts. It is clarified that the

deformatiofis are not induced by convectioR in the bulk
of the liquid but by oscillatory hydrodyRamic fiow near
the surface.

  The preparaÅíion of an excitable BZ solution has been
previously described.ii For velocity measurements, after

filtering the solutien through O.22-pm filter, a small
amount of polystyrene latex' particles (diameter O.48
ptrn) serving as scattering ceRters were added. A volume

of the mixture was placed in a dust- and scratch-free Pe-

tri disk at 25 !1OC. To obtaiB a constant period of
wave propagation, a paif of spiral waves was initiatedii

(Fig. 1). Time of the experimeRts stafted (t muO) briefiy

afterwards. The spiral centers were located about 2 cm

avvay from the dish ceRter, where measuremeRts were
carried out. Note that Ro C02 bubbles vvere nucleated
aRd no waves were triggered at the dish bouRdaries. Pat-

terns were investigated with and without coveriRg the
dish (air gap between layer surface and glass cever f;12

mm).
  The correlation beÅíween wave patterns and hydro-
dyRamics was investigated bY spectrophotometry aRd
velocimetry based on 2D micrescope-video-imaging tech-
niques.9-ii A He-Ne laser focused to a small area (di-

ameter O.2 mm) illuminated the polystyrene particles,
thus allowing the detection of local hydrodyfiamic fiow.
Zlrhe microscope focal plaRe was usually adjusted close to

the layer surface. Flow velecity was measured every 5 s
by pursuing one or two particles during l s on a video
movie displayed on a television monitor. By our also
shining a homogeneous light field (490 nm) through the
layer, particle metion and propagation of chemical ac-
tiviÅíy could be traced simultakeously.9 In addition, video

movies of monochomatic transmitted light without ii-
luminated polystyrene particles were recorded to observe
the dynamic characteristic of tke chemical waves. Local
time traces of ligkt absorption were obtained by placing
a photodiode in front of a selected spot on tke monitor
(corresponding to a diameter Åq20 um), and the lecal
luminescence of the displayed image sequeRce was mea-
sured aRd analyzed by a computer.
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  FIG. 1. Pair of spiral waves in a thin BZ reaction layer
(depth e.85 mm). Transmitted light is measured in a (3Å~3)-
mm2 section at the dish cefiter.
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  FIG. 2. Temporal trace of flow velocKy m the y direction at
the center of a covered layer (depth O.85 mm). Arrows are the

passage times of wave frefits

  Figure 2 shows the surface ftow velecity at the center
of a cevered dish with a pattern as in Fig. 1. The data
parallel to wave propagatien indicate that after 3 min i2

a small mean fiow (vy f s 4 #mls) is established and after

l2 min an enhanced fiuctuation occurs [maximum
vy As IO "m/s].i2 In the perpendicular component (vx),

we do Rot find any significant fiow velocity. Thus, the
mean fiow has an anisotropic nature: it teRds to be
directed antiparalleko wave propagation in this geome-
trical spiral configuration.9 The corresponding temperal

development of wave profiles, observed in a (3Å~3)-mm2
outer section of the spirals (center of Fig. 1) shows a re-

inarkable chaRge, just when the enhanced fiuctuatiofis in
fiow velocity eccur. An elongated, faint "patchlike" line
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  FIG. 3. Temporai trace of fiow velocity in Åíhe y direction at

the center of an uncovered iayer (depth O85 mm) Cever re-
moved at t rm2 min. Arrows as m Fig. 2.

appears on top of the contiRuous!y broadefiing wave
crests aRd two cycles of periodic weak deformation of the
wave profiles are recognized (compare Fig. 4 belew).

  If tke same experiment is performed without a glass
cever, an escillatory hydrodynamic fiow is excited spon-
taneously in the y directioR after 9 min (Fig. 3). Its
maximum velocity (s:40 #mls) is comparable to Åíhe
propagatiofi speed of the waves (s s50 #m/s),i3 afid its

period (ss40 s) is about twice as large as that of the

passage of chemical-wave trains through the detection
area. The amplitude of v. is abeut 3 times smaller. As
detected by varyiftg the focal plaRe of the microscope,
tke fiow amplitudes decrease rapidly with increasing dis-
taRce from Åíhe layer surface.

  The temporal develepmeRt ef the waves in the center
wf,J,he,,u,Riggv,s,reg,;liigh,.,d?},gn.;tka,5e,s,,(Fthg{,,42:-ww,(6),ilh#.

IFig. 4(a)l; (ii) at tf :1l min patchlike bright edges ap-

pear on the wave crests Iopefi arrows, Fig. 4(b)l; and
(iii) periodic deformations frem skarp [Fig. 4(f)] to fiat

IFig. 4(h)] and back to skarp wave profiles [Fig. 4(i)]

follew. These are accompanied by weak geometric dis-
tortions with a period close to that of the oscillatery fiow
(s :4e s). In Fig. 4 no scattering particles illurr}inated

by laser light were used, but fortunately we detected a
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  FIG. 4. Image sequence of the temporal development
waves at 490 nm under the uncovered condition (witkout
luminated polystyrene partic}es). Intefisity profiles along

verticai straight line are dispiayed at the left margms.
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dust particle (size, 50 mm) en the layer surface that
served as a fiow indicater. 31ack (full) arrows in Fig.
4(b)-4(i) indicate the periedically changifig direction of

its metion. This corroborates Åíhe existence of fiow oscil-

lations near tke surface and the stroAg correlation be-
tween these oscillations and periedic wave deformations.
The thin patchlike edges [Fig. 4(b)] appear to be an ear-
ly indicatioR for the oRset of these fiow osciilations. i4

  The wave defermatiens were further analyzed by moR-
itoring local light intensities ln a small area (diameter
Åq20 sim) with a photodiode in frent of the television

screen. The time course of such a signal, when observed
in a covered dish IFig. 5(a)], consists of sustained oscil-

lations of transmitted light that are caused by the pas-

sage of a periodic chemical-wave train triggered by
  iral rotatien. The lower envelope iRcreases graduallyesdicating a slow increase of ferritin concentration. The

amplitude decreases slightly until t "nIO min. At t : ll
min a small anomaly occurs, which coificides with the
time stage of the enhanced fluctuatioft in fiow velocity
(Fig. 2). The corresponding pewer spectrum [Fig. 5(b)I

takeR durlng the second half of tke measuring time (4eO
to 800 s) kas its main peak at fo ve.06 Hz, correspond-

ing to the fuRdameptal frequency of wave passage, wkile
higher harmonics such as 2fo and 3fo are a result of the
nonsinusoidal shape of the wave profiles.

  In spiral waves ufider open-air conditioRs a slow
modulation (period about 250 s) of the amplitude of the

locai oscillatioRs in traRsmittance is recognized IFig.
6(a)]. Further experiments iRdicate that, if the depth of

the solution layer is increased, the modulatioR peried de-

creases. Most interestingly, at ts :9 min, tke amplitude
starts to chaftge periedically with a period twice that of

the fundamental frequeRcy fo. In the power spectrum
{Fig. 6(b)j, based again on the secoRd half of the mea-
surements of Fig. 6(a), the period-deubling component
fi( nc fo12) clearly emerges.

  In summary, our investigations reveal periodically
changing deformatiofis of chemical-wave profiles in a BZ
solution layer, typically 9--12 min after spiral wave ifii-

tiation. ORIy two or three periods of weak deformation
occur in a covered dish, but proRouAced and proloRged
periodic deformations are observed in aR uncovered dish.

They are strongly correlated with hydrodyltamic motioR
close to She liquidlgas interface of the layer. IR fact, in

an uncovered experirnent we detect after 9 min the $pon-

taneous onset of oscillatory kydrodynamic ftow which
takes place mainly close te the layer surface. The exper-
iments suggest a period-doubling entrainment of fiow os-
cillatioRs by periodic passage of chemical-wave traiRs.

  Recently, we obtained direct evidence that under
covered conditions the propagatien of singular wave
fronts is accompanied by hydrodynamic fiow which alter-
Rates its direction suddeRly when the wave passes
through a given point ifi space.iS This supports tke idea

tkat chemical waves themselves are able to iRduce a hy-
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  FIG. 5. (a) Time dependÅëRce of lecal transiiiitted light in-

tensity and (b) its power spectrum in spiral waves under the
covered condition (eepth O.94 rnm).
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drodyftarnic instability and wave trains are likely te geR-

erate a mean flow (Fig. 2). There are indicaÅíions that
they are also an important source of flow oscillations (to-

gether with wave deformations) observed even in a
cevered dish, and further experimental verificatiofi is un-

der way. Consequently, for fiow oscillations ift an open
dish, bulk convection caused by evaporative cooliRg may
well come into play, but does ltot constitute the main
reason. Convection, as well as the exothermicity of the
chemical reaction and inhomogeneities in chemical com-
position have to then be taken into account.

  Ofi the other hand, the experiments show that Åíhe dy-
namic wave deformations are a consequence of the oscil-
latory surface fiow. The deformatiofis have an effect on

the velocity of wave propagation because they resuk in
variations of curvature of wave fronts i6 which also modi-t
fy the fiow velocity.i5 This provides a possible mecha-

nism on how chemically induced fiow velocity couples
back to the geometric properties of ckemical waves.
Similar argumeR{s may coRtribute to aR explanation ef
order-disorder transitloRs in chemical patterns, when the

deformations become strong enough to disrupt the wave
fronts.3,iO,i7 A quantitative analysis of such turbulent

structures, including the pessibility of deterministic
chaos, is in progress.
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